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We investigate the quarkonium production mechanisms in jets at the LHC, using the fragmenting jet
functions (FJF) approach. Specifically, we discuss the jet energy dependence of the J=ψ production
cross section at the LHC. By comparing the cross sections for the different NRQCD production

channels (1S½8�0 , 3S½8�1 , 3P½8�
J , and 3S½1�1 ), we find that at fixed values of energy fraction z carried by the

J=ψ , if the normalized cross section is a decreasing function of the jet energy, in particular for z > 0.5,

then the depolarizing 1S½8�0 must be the dominant channel. This makes the prediction made in
[Baumgart et al., J. High Energy Phys. 11 (2014) 003] for the FJF’s also true for the cross section. We
also make comparisons between the long distance matrix elements extracted by various groups.
This analysis could potentially shed light on the polarization properties of the J=ψ production in high
pT region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Analyzing quarkonium production in jets provides a
new way of probing the physics involved in their produc-
tion. Recent developments include the LHCb measure-
ments of J=ψ production in jets [1] and the related analyses
[2–4]. A factorization theorem based on nonrelativistic
QCD (NRQCD)1 can be used to calculate the cross section
for J=ψ production [5,6]. Due to the large mass of the
charm quark (mc), the short distance production of the cc̄
pair can be calculated perturbatively while the nonpertur-
bative physics of the hadronization into a J=ψ is captured
by the long distance matrix elements (LDMEs) of the

relevant production channels (1S½8�0 , 3S½8�1 , 3P½8�
J , and 3S½1�1 ).

The predictive power of the theory is then predicated on
our knowledge of these LDMEs. Different groups have
extracted these matrix elements by using various fits to
the data [10–13] but have arrived at very different
values. Currently the NRQCD factorization theorem can
consistently fit the unpolarized J=ψ production cross
section [14].

The cc̄ pair produced by the fragmentation of a
nearly on-shell gluon2 should inherit the transverse
polarization of the gluon. Due to the spin symmetry
of the leading order NRQCD Lagrangian, this polari-
zation remains intact during the nonperturbative hadro-
nization process (up to power corrections) [16,17]. At

leading order in αs, only the 3S½8�1 channel for the gluon
contributes among the octet channels and since the color
octet contribution is expected to dominate at high pT
[18], the J=ψ meson should be produced with signifi-
cant polarization at high pT . However this prediction of
NRQCD is at odds with the measurements of the J=ψ
polarization [19–21]. Understanding this polarization
puzzle is one of the most important challenges in
quarkonium physics [22].
Amethod based on jet substructure techniques to study the

different productionmechanisms of the J=ψ was proposed in
Ref. [23]. By using the properties of the fragmenting jet
functions (FJF) [24], it is predicted inRef. [23] that for a jet of
energy E and cone size R, containing a J=ψ with energy
fraction z (z ¼ EJ=ψ=E), if the FJF is a decreasing function of
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1NRQCD is an effective theory with a double expansion in the

relative velocity v of the heavy quark and antiquark bound state
and the strong coupling constant αs [5–9].

2For J=ψ production via gluon fragmentation in NRQCD, the
3S½1�1 contribution is leading order in the v expansion since the
color octet channels are suppressed by v4. But the 3S½1�1 is
suppressed relative to the 3S½8�1 channel by power of α2s . The
matching onto 3P½8�

J and 1S½8�0 is down by αs compared to 3S½8�1 but
their LDMEs are of the same order as 3S½8�1 in v. An alternate
power counting for charmonium production is formulated in
Ref. [15].
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the jet energy, then the dominant contribution to the J=ψ

production at high pT should be the depolarizing 1S½8�0

channel and hence, if confirmed by the data, this would
resolve the polarization puzzle.
In this work, we investigate how the predictions of the

diagnostic tool introduced in Ref. [23] are affected by
inclusion of the hard scattering effects. To do this, we
calculate the total production cross section for the J=ψ . This
should make the comparison of theory with experiments
much simpler since the cross section can be directly
measured. In order to make the distinction between various
production channels, we calculate the cross section normal-
ized in two different ways. In one case we normalize by
summing over the contribution of all the channels and
integrating over z while in the other case we normalize
by using the 1-jet inclusive cross section. Additionally we
also make comparisons between the LDMEs extracted by
various groups.
The main result of our paper is that the prediction

made in Ref. [23], regarding the shapes of the FJF’s, is
also true for the cross section. By using a combination of
differently normalized cross sections, we can break the
degeneracy of the production channels and isolate
the dominant contribution to the J=ψ production at high
pT . Our results show that if the normalized cross section
is a decreasing function of the jet energy at large z, in

particular for z > 0.5, then the 1S½8�0 channel dominates at
high pT and this prediction should be easily verifiable
with the LHC data. A recent work [2] also proposed
using observables similar to ours to probe the J=ψ
production mechanisms.3

II. THE FRAGMENTING JET FUNCTIONS

We briefly review the factorization theorem for the
production of J=ψ [24–30] before moving onto our
main results in the next section. We consider the
process pp → dijets at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV and integrate over
one of the jets, assuming that the other jet contains
an identified J=ψ . The dijet cross section [24] with one
jet of energy E, cone size R and a J=ψ in the jet
carrying an energy fraction z, is schematically of the
form

dσ
dEdz

¼
X
a;b;i;j

Hab→ij ⊗ fa=p ⊗ fb=p ⊗ Jj ⊗ S

⊗ Gψ
i ðE;R; z; μÞ; ð1Þ

where Hab→ij is the hard process, fa=p and fb=p are the
parton distribution functions (PDF), Jj is the jet
function for the jet not containing the J=ψ , S is the
soft function and Gψ

i ðE;R; z; μÞ is the FJF for the jet
containing the J=ψ . The parton i can be a gluon, charm
or an anticharm (contributions of the other partons are
suppressed). We are interested in the E and z depend-
ence of the cross section, which comes from the hard
function (including PDFs) and the FJF. We integrate
over the jet originating from the parton j so the jet
function Jj enters the cross section multiplicatively.
The soft function S does not affect Gψ

i ðE;R; z; μÞ, R, E
and z (up to power corrections) [23] and so it
also enters the cross section multiplicatively. Hence
both the jet function Jj and the soft function S give an
overall normalization to the cross section and are
ignored in the rest of our analysis. In Ref. [23], the
hard function was not included but here we calculate
the normalized cross section, including both the charm
quark and gluon contributions, and account for its E
dependence.
The FJF can be further factorized [24] into perturbatively

calculable coefficients J ijðE;R; z; μÞ and the fragmenta-
tion function Dj→ψ :

Gψ
i ðE;R; z; μÞ ¼

Z
1

z

dy
y
J ijðE;R; y; μÞDj→ψ

�
z
y
; μ

�

×

�
1þO

�
m2

ψ

4E2tan2ðR=2Þ
��

: ð2Þ

The collection of NRQCD based fragmentation
functions Dj→ψ used in this paper can be found in
Ref. [23].
Large logarithms in J ijðE;R; z; μÞ are minimized at

the scale μ¼ 2E tanðR=2Þð1− zÞ and can be easily
resummed using the jet anomalous dimension [28].
But we do not consider this resummation in this
work since for us, 1 − z ∼Oð1Þ [23]. Instead we
evaluate the PDFs and J ijðE;R; z; μÞ at the jet scale
μJ ¼ 2E tanðR=2Þ and evolve the fragmentation
function from 2mc to the scale μJ using the
Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP)
equation,

μ
∂
∂μDiðz; μÞ ¼

αsðμÞ
π

X
j

Z
1

z

dy
y
Pi→jðz=y; μÞDjðy; μÞ;

ð3Þ

where Pi→jðz=y; μÞ are the QCD splitting functions. We
consider mixing between the charm quark and gluon

3Reference [2] differentiates between the NRQCD global fits
based on inclusive J=ψ cross section and suggests using
the polarization measurements of J=ψ meson produced in the
jets as a way of constraining the heavy quarkonium production
mechanisms.
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splitting functions only for the 3S½1�1 channel.4 To
leading order in αs, it can be shown that [23]

Gψ
i ðE;R; z; μJÞ
2ð2πÞ3 → Di→ψ ðz; μJÞ þOðαsðμJÞÞ: ð4Þ

Later in III B, we will also consider the 1-jet inclusive
cross section. This is calculated by replacing the FJF in
Eq. (1) with the jet function for a cone-type algorithm [31].
The FJFs are defined in Ref. [24] so that the sum over all
possible fragmentations of a parton into hadrons equals the
inclusive jet function.

JiðE;R; μÞ ¼
1

2

X
h

Z
dz

ð2πÞ3 zG
h
i ðE;R; z; μÞ: ð5Þ

For further details about these calculations we refer the
reader to Ref. [23]. Throughout this paper we choose
mc ¼ 1.4 GeV and R ¼ 0.4.

III. DISCUSSION OF THE J=ψ
PRODUCTION MECHANISMS

In this section, we discuss the predictions for J=ψ
production in jets using the LDMEs extracted by various
groups and reveal some generic features that are indepen-
dent of these extractions. The LDMEs we use in this paper
are summarized in Table I. References [11,12] use a global
fit to 194 data points from 26 data sets and predict
significant polarization of the J=ψ in the high pT region,
which contradicts the measurements at the Tevatron [19]
and the LHC [20,21]. The extractions in Refs. [10,13] focus
on the high pT region and attempt to solve the polarization
puzzle.

A. Normalized J=ψ production cross section

To discuss the dependence of J=ψ production on the
associated jet energy, we use a normalized differential cross
section defined as

d ~σi
dEdz

≡ dσi
dEdz

�X
i

Z
zmax

zmin

dz
dσi
dEdz

; ð6Þ

and

d ~σ
dEdz

≡X
i

d ~σi
dEdz

; ð7Þ

where i denotes different J=ψ production channels (i.e., for
the gluon initiated jets i∈ f1S½8�0 ;3S½8�1 ;3P½8�

J ;3S½1�1 g and for the
charm initiated jets i¼3S½1�1 ), and dσi=dEdz is defined
in Eq. (1).
In Eq. (6), zminðzmaxÞ should not be too close to 0(1)

where the factorization breaks down. The motivation
for studying this normalized cross section is that we
want to isolate the properties of quarkonium fragmen-
tation in jets from the hard process that generates the
jet initiating parton’s. Figure 1 shows the energy
distributions of the hard process for gluon and charm
jets at the LHC.5 For all the figures in this paper, we fix
the center of mass energy to be

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV.
Figure 2 shows the comparison of the normalized

[Eq. (6)] and unnormalized cross sections [Eq. (1)],
where the LDMEs from Refs. [11,12] are used with
zmin ¼ 0.3 and zmax ¼ 0.8. Corresponding plots for the
LDMEs of Ref. [10] and Ref. [13] are shown in
Appendix A and B respectively. We would like to
emphasize the fact that both the unnormalized and
normalized cross sections are directly measurable in
experiments, although the normalized cross section has
a better resolving power than the unnormalized cross
section. In particular, the unnormalized cross section
is a decreasing function of E for all the production
channels due to the decreasing nature of the hard
process, while the normalized cross section can be an
increasing function for certain production channels due
to the properties of their FJF’s.

TABLE I. LDMEs extracted by various groups used in this paper.

hOJ=ψ ð3S½8�1 Þi
×10−2GeV3

hOJ=ψ ð1S½8�0 Þi
×10−2GeV3

hOJ=ψ ð3P½8�
0 Þi=m2

c

×10−2GeV3

hOJ=ψ ð3S½1�1 Þi
×GeV3

Bodwin et al. Ref. [10] 1.1� 1.0 9.9� 2.2 0.56� 0.51 1.32
Butenschoen et al. Ref. [11,12] 0.224� 0.059 4.97� 0.44 −0.82� 0.10 1.32
Chao et al. Ref. [13] 0.30� 0.12 8.9� 0.98 0.56� 0.21 1.16

4The charm quark fragmentation into a J=ψ is dominated by
the 3S½1�1 channel because the color singlet and octet contributions
start at same order in αs but the color octet channels are
suppressed in the v expansion.

5We consider leading order partonic cross sections convoluted
with PDF [32,33], which includes the following processes:
gg → gg, gqðq̄Þ → gqðq̄Þ, qq̄ → gg, gg → cc̄, gcðc̄Þ → gcðc̄Þ,
cc → cc, c̄ c̄ → c̄ c̄, cqðq̄Þ → cqðq̄Þ, c̄qðq̄Þ → c̄qðq̄Þ, qq̄ → cc̄,
cc̄ → cc̄.
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FIG. 1. Cross sections for inclusive gluon and charm jets at the LHC. The center of mass energy is
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 13 TeV.

FIG. 2. Cross sections for the different production channels at z ¼ 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 as a function of the jet energy. The first two rows
show the unnormalized cross sections (dσi=dEdz), with the second row showing plots normalized to unit area for a better visualization
of the shapes, i.e., we multiply each curve of the first row by an appropriate constant to get the corresponding curve in the second row.
Similar plots for the normalized cross section (d ~σi=dEdz) are shown in the third and fourth row. The LDMEs are from Butenschoen
et al.’s extractions [11].
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A measurement of the normalized cross section
[Eq. (6)] for z > 0.5, can help identify both the
dominant channel and the favored set of LDMEs.
From Fig. 2, we can see that if d ~σ=dEdz turns out
be a decreasing function of the jet energy for z > 0.5,

then the depolarizing 1S½8�0 should be the dominant
channel. We find this result to be true for LDME
extractions of Ref. [10] as well (see Appendix A).
Note that in Fig. 2, the 3S½1�1 channel makes the

largest contribution and is also a decreasing function
of the jet energy. So in principle a decreasing total
normalized cross section could indicate the dominance of

the 3S½1�1 channel. However, NLO calculations in αs show

that in the high pT region, contribution from the 3S½1�1

channel is very small and lies orders of magnitude
below the data [10,18,22,34–38].6 Hence, if experiments

find the normalized cross section to be a decreasing

function of E for z>0.5, then 1S½8�0 must be the dominant
channel.7

In Fig. 3, we show the jet energy dependence of the
total normalized cross sections [Eq. (7)] based on
different LDME extractions. The error bands are purely
due to the LDME uncertainties, that is, we consider the
uncertainty due to each LDME and sum by quadrature
to obtain the total uncertainties.8 It can be seen in Fig. 3
that as z goes from 0.4 to 0.6, the shapes change from
an increasing function to a decreasing function.

FIG. 3. Total normalized cross section [i.e. d ~σ=dEdz defined in Eq. (7)] with error bands. Red, black, and blue curves correspond to
Bodwin et al. [10], Butenschoen et al. [11,12], and Chao et al.’s [13] extractions, respectively.

FIG. 4. Total normalized cross section [i.e. dσ̂=dEdz defined in Eq. (9)] with error bands. Red, black, and blue curves correspond to
Bodwin et al. [10], Butenschoen et al. [11,12], and Chao et al.’s [13] extractions, respectively.

6We test this in Appendix C by ignoring the 3S½1�1 channel
contribution to the normalization.

7We normalize the cross section by integrating from z ¼ 0.3
to 0.8 and for low values of z, the 3S½1�1 contribution can be
significant. So even though the color singlet channel cannot
dominate in the high pT region, its contribution are not com-
pletely ignored in our analysis.

8To obtain the error bands corresponding to the extraction from
Bodwin et al., we have used the error correlation matrix not
shown in the original paper [39].
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However since different extractions have distinct slopes,
this observable has the potential power to test these
extractions at the LHC. A different choice of ðzmin; zmaxÞ
does not change our arguments as we demonstrate in
Appendix D.

B. Normalization using 1-jet inclusive cross section

We now normalize the cross section in such a way that
the denominator is independent of the LDMEs. This allows
us to make a direct comparison of our results to those of
Ref. [23]. The normalization is defined as

dσ̂i
dEdz

≡ dσi
dEdz

=
dσJ
dE

; ð8Þ

and

dσ̂
dEdz

≡X
i

dσ̂i
dEdz

; ð9Þ

where dσi=dEdz is the same as that in Eq. (1) and
dσJ=dE

9 is the 1-jet inclusive cross section.10 Note that
the z-dependence of Eq. (8) comes only from the
GJ=ψ
i ðE;R; z; μÞ in Eq. (1).

FIG. 5. Comparisons of the production channels for various LDMEs using Eq. (8). Last row shows the plots normalized to
unit area. This is indicated by 1=σ̂i for the cross section label in the fourth row, which also cancels the LDME dependence of the
numerator.

9This includes the contributions of gluon, light quarks, charm
and bottom jets.

10The definition of Eq. (8) is essentially the same as the jet
fragmentation function introduced in Ref. [2], except that we
have integrated the jet pseudorapidity over the region jηJj < 1.2
for the denominator and numerator.
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Figure 4 shows the total J=ψ production cross section
based on Eq. (9). The key feature of this plot is that the
arguments given Ref. [23] based on the FJFs are also
true for the cross section (see Fig. 6 in Ref. [23])11

Specifically, when z > 0.5, the shapes of the curves are
very different for the extraction based on a global fit
(black curves) and the other two based on fit to high pT
region (red and blue curves). Since the extractions from
the global fit and high pT fit give rise to different slopes
for the J=ψ production cross section, one can test which
set of the LDME extractions are preferred by measuring
these slopes. Note that because our results are for the
cross section, all the curves have positive values, in
contrast to the gluon FJF for the LDMEs of Ref. [13]
(shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [23]) which became negative at
large energies.
In Fig. 5, we plot the E dependence of the individual J=ψ

production channels for the different LDMEs using Eq. (8).
We find that if the measurements of the observable defined
in Eq. (8) results in a cross section which is a decreasing

function of the jet energy for z > 0.5, then the 1S½8�0 channel
should have an anomalously large contribution to the J=ψ
production. The fourth row in Fig. 5, with the curves

normalized to unit area, clearly shows that only 1S½8�0

channel is a decreasing function of jet energy for
z > 0.5. Note that in the fourth row of Fig. 5, the
LDME dependence gets canceled due to normalization

to unit area and so the prediction for 1S½8�0 channel being
dominant at high pT is independent of any specific LDME
extractions.12

To conclude this section, we mention a few things
about the normalization conventions in Eq. (6) and
Eq. (8). First of all, both the normalizations can be

directly tested in experiments. Also since both the
numerator and denominator of Eq. (6) depend on
the LDMEs, they are statistically correlated and hence
the width of error bands in Fig. 3 is reduced. However,
Eq. (8) does not have such a correlation since the jet
cross section used for the normalization is independent
of the LDMEs. Indeed, if we look at Bodwin et al.’s
extraction near z ¼ 0.5 and E ¼ 100 GeV, the ratio of
the width of error band to the center value is ∼4% in
Fig. 3 and ∼30% in Fig. 4. On the other hand, in
both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the shapes of blue and red
curves (high pT fit) are in contrast to the black curve
(global fit).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have looked at the total cross section
for J=ψ production at the LHC by using the FJF
approach. We make comparisons between the different
NRQCD production channels for the J=ψ . We show that
if for z > 0.5 the normalized cross section is a decreasing

function of jet energy, then the depolarizing 1S½8�0 should
be the dominant production channel at high pT . We find
this to be true for two sets of normalized cross sections.
Our results confirm that the prediction made in Ref. [23]
regarding the decreasing nature (with E) of the FJF for
1S½8�0 channel, does not change by inclusion of the hard
scattering effects. Using our normalized cross sections,
one can also test which set of the LDME extractions are
favored.
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APPENDIX A: UNNORMALIZED AND NORMALIZED CROSS SECTIONS
FOR BODWIN et al.

Figure 6 shows the unnormalized [Eq. (1)] and normalized cross section [Eq. (6)] for Bodwin et al.’s LDME

extractions [10]. The 3P½8�
J channel contribution is negative, which is a feature of these LDMEs as it leads to a

cancellation between the 3S½8�1 and 3P½8�
J channels, making the depolarizing 1S½8�0 the dominant production channel of

J=ψ for z > 0.5.

FIG. 6. Unnormalized and normalized cross sections for Bodwin et al. extractions [10]. The conventions followed are same as in
Fig. 2.
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APPENDIX B: UNNORMALIZED AND NORMALIZED CROSS SECTIONS
FOR CHAO et al.

Figure 7 shows the unnormalized [Eq. (1)] and normalized cross section [Eq. (6)] for Chao et al.’s LDME extractions

[13]. Similar to Bodwin et al., these LDMEs result in a cancellation between the 3S½8�1 and 3P½8�
J channels.

FIG. 7. Unnormalized and normalized cross sections for Chao et al. extractions [13]. The conventions followed are same as in Fig. 2.
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APPENDIX C: NORMALIZATION USING ONLY COLOR OCTET CHANNELS

Figure 8 shows the cross section for the different J=ψ production channels based on the LDMEs in Ref. [10] and

Refs. [11,12] with the contribution of 3S½1�1 channel ignored in Eq. (6), i.e., setting hOJ=ψð3S½1�1 Þi to 0. Since 1S½8�0 channel

(green curves) has very different slopes for the two LDMEs, if the 1S½8�0 channel dominates at high pT , then one can
distinguish between these two extractions. We do not include Chao et al.’s extractions [13] because it gives rise to a negative
total cross section and so one cannot ignore the color singlet contribution.

FIG. 8. Cross section normalized by ignoring the 3S½1�1 channel contribution in Eq. (6). The second and fourth row are obtained by
normalizing the curves in the first and third row to unit area respectively.
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APPENDIX D: INSENSITIVITY TO zmin AND zmax

Comparison of the normalized cross sections [Eq. (6)] for different values of zmin and zmax is shown in Fig. 9.
This confirms that the discussidfon in Sec. III A is not sensitive to ðzmin; zmaxÞ since the shapes of different LDMEs
do not change. For validity of the factorization formula Eq. (1), we do not pick zmin too close to 0 and zmax too close
to 1.

FIG. 9. Solid curves correspond to ðzmin; zmaxÞ ¼ ð0.3; 0.8Þ and the dashed curves ðzmin; zmaxÞ ¼ ð0.4; 0.7Þ. Due to the change in
normalization, all the curves shift upwards without changing their qualitative shapes.
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APPENDIX E: LOWER z PLOTS

Figure 10 shows the J=ψ production cross section [Eq. (8)] at lower z values for all the three LDME extractions [10–13]
used in this paper.
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